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Agile 
working in 
the UK

 Any working combination that is not at 
one workstation on one site

 Other names:
 Flexible working
 Remote working
 Novel working
 Smart working
 Activity based working



Agile 
working-
potential

Benefits

 Good use of space

 Flexibility

 Right tools for the job

 Using advantages of IT 
development

 Reduced travel

 Employee increased 
control

 Increased movement

Drawbacks

 Communication difficulties

 Longer working hours

 Series of poor postures

 Difficult to control

 IT issues

 Lone worker issues

 Different management 
skills required

 Manual handling



What changes are we seeing? 

Removing person specific workstations

Providing :

 more mobile technology

 different work spaces and facilities

 remote communication methods

Encouraging:

• flexible work practises

• different ways of working



Reality 

Flexibly used 
environments, 
improved productivity 
and collaboration and 
wellness

Or

Series of poor postures, 
increased pressure, cost 
and difficult to manage



Poor 
postures,
nutrition, 
lack of 
movement,
stress
= ill health



Costs of 
inactivity

 12.5 million people in England failed to 
achieve 30 minutes of moderate intensive 
physical activity per week. 

 Inactivity is costing the NHS in England 8.2 
billion per year. NICE (2006)

 10th of NHS budget spent on Diabetes and 
expected to double over next 25yrs

 For each extra hour per day of sitting the 
resultant blood glucose effect equates to 
either 3 years off your life or 2 cm extra on 
your waist

 Activity is the answer, not only going to the 
gym



Benefits of 
activity



Activity at 
work



Benefits of 
active  work

 Burn more calories

 Better control of blood sugar

 Better posture

 Better respiration

 Better circulation

 Lower disc pressures (if less sitting)

 Lower risk of some cancers



Key activity 
message



Movement 
strategies

 Standing meetings

 Walk and talk

 Different work areas

 Walk whilst using the phone

 Voice activated software

 Sit stand desks



The reality 
of Agile 
working?



So…

We want to gain: productivity,
flexibility, 
movement 

But could get:               discontentment,                                            
pain,                                                   
stress



Risk assessment
 Will probably include these 

issues:

 Mobile/hots desking DSE

 Lone working

 Manual handling

 Travel and driving

 Work pressures and hours



Agile working planning

Consider what tasks are 
undertaken as a series of 

activities.

For each activity 
we need to think 

of the best 
environment for it 
to be performed.

What:
• Resources are needed
• Communication is 

required
• Privacy requirements
• Duration of activity
• Is collaboration 

required, with who?
• Technology and 

devices are available



Agile DSE 
Questions

Does the agile worker:

 Have their own workstation in an office

 Use hot desking

 Use cafes or other public spaces

 Work at home 

 Work in/on transport

For each element do they:

 Carry their IT with them

 Use clients equipment e.g. hot desks/agility work spaces

 Use company equipment as above

 Use 3rd party equipment, airport terminals etc.…

What is the duration of the activity?



Questions 
being asked 

 How long should employees be advised 
to use particular workstation?

 Home worker/working at home?

 Who is responsible for how employees 
work when working in an agile way?

 Who provides what equipment?

 Specialist equipment, does it need to be 
provided at every workstation



How to 
make it work

 Clarity and openness on the practicalities

 Communication

 Provide suitable training for managers  

 Provide suitable equipment

 Provide suitable shared environments 
and manage them

 Make the areas desirable and flexible

 Remember the basics-especially DSE 
needs



Adaptability



Agile DSE

 The fundamentals of the DSE regulations 
hold but Agile working requires that we 
go back to basics. The regulations are 
there to help us manage the risks and 
prevent discomfort and ill health not just 
for audit purposes!

 Agile working provides opportunities to 
manage DSE risk better but can also well 
as to create  issues.

 The key is choose the right 
tool/workstation for the task



Often the 
basics get 
forgotten



Common 
DSE issues

 Neck and shoulder pain

 Lower back pain

 Wrist and forearm pain

 Headaches

 Fatigue and stress

 Eye discomfort



Good 
postures do 
not change!



Back to 
principles

From the mouse side

1. Is the person sitting back in the chair with 
their feet supported?

2. Is the forearm/wrist level  and the upper 
arm relaxed at the side of the body?

3. Is the head up right and the back in a good 
supported position?

From the back

1. Is the person symmetrical?

2. Are the arms close to the body?

3. Is the forearm and shoulder in-line?

Regular movement taken?



Technology 
and touch 
screens



Touch 
screens 

 Productivity with touch screens is not well 
researched :
 multiple task selection, a method of 

interaction is practically second-nature on 
a desktop OS,  is hard to replicate on a 
multi-touch device.

 a cursor is much smaller and more precise 
than fingers and, the same size for 
everyone so less space is needed for 
more complex tools  than with touch 
screens

 A ‘mouse’ requires little energy, a touch 
based interface requires more complex 
movement patterns which could reduce 
productivity and introduce new MSD’s



Tablets and 
phones



Hot desking

Common problems

Often just a desk and chair

Limited adjustment

Mainly seated

Poorly maintained

Uninviting

Poor acoustics

Solutions

Easy flexible equipment

Range of workstations/areas

Acoustic and privacy 
considered

Attractive areas

Good support and 
management

Encourage suitable ‘breaks’

Make it a desirable 
environment for 
collaboration

Poor Hot desking creates poor postures users 
adapt, a route to pain!



Home 
working

Common Problems

Poor equipment

Lack of space

Sharing space with others

Lack of planning due to 
creep

Solutions

If significant DSE usage periods 
at home then a suitable 
workstation is a must 

Many mobile solutions will work 
well at home as will be compact 

Advice and education about 
movement!

Build in communication

Home working or working from home 
sometimes!  



Mobile DSE

Common Problems

Head and hand aimed to the 
same place

Holding devices

Lighting

Used anytime any place

Difficult to see- aging eyes!

Solutions

Advice and education of the 
right tool for the task for the 
right time

Provide keyboards and mice

Consider different input 
options e.g voice

Provide holders for devices 
to reduce grip

Movement!

Headsets

Mobile DSE it’s either head down, or hand up 
and gripping!



Working in 
someone’s 
home

Common problems

Lack of space

Lack of control

Lack of privacy

Hygiene

Poor ergonomics 

Solutions

Mobile accessories 

Privacy filter

IT solutions

Minimise work in the home

Breaks, inputting for short 
periods

Working to others’ rules



Transport  
DSE

Common Problems

Lack of space leading to head 
down and neck flexion

Awkward arm, wrist and 
hand movements

Sustained holding of devices

Tension to navigate when 
moving

Privacy

Solutions

Plan to complete suitable 
tasks, if travelling is a great 
time to read and think and 
make short notes, not to 
type and edit

Use a suitable pointing 
device to aid navigation 

Consider using voice 
activated software in the 
comfort of your own car!

Car set up and work 
guidance

Computer use on transport



Cars and 
Driving

 It has been estimated that up to a third 
of all road traffic accidents involve 
somebody who is at work at the time. 
This may account for over 20 fatalities 
and 250 serious injuries every week. 
(HSE)

 Average company car company mileage 
is around 9,000 miles per year

 Problems with remote workers and 
vehicles:
–Comfort /fatigue
–DSE/admin work in vehicles
–Manual handling
–Security



Examples of 
MSD 
prevention.  
Car set up



Vehicles and 
driving

 Get the best set up

 Correct breaks and 
exercises

 Route planning 

 Suitable work practises 
in the vehicle

 Suitable loading and 
unloading



Simple messages



Key Posture 
messages

Don’t look down for extended periods- if neck muscles
are tight or sore you are looking down too much –ask a
colleague to take a picture of you working

Make sure you can feel back support, if not you are
probably leaning forwards

Check wrists and hands are relaxed, is there a straight
line from elbow to fingers, are there angles at the wrists,
is there tension?

Are the feet supported and the hips higher than the
knees?

Move more often than your body asks you too!

What is good for the body is good for the eyes 
and the mind and thus the work!



Key body 
messages 
we can give

Office work seated, good set up-
Movement and eye breaks every 20mins, bottom off seat twice each
hour

Office work sit stand, good set up
Movement sit to stand every 20mins, stand for 10, short walk each
hr. (to printer, glass or water etc.)

Laptop/tablet working, limited input, sitting
Movement and eye breaks every 20mins, bottom off seat twice each
hour

Laptop/tablet working, inputting, sitting
Movement every 10 mins, get up every 20

Small device work (holding device)
Swap and move hands and shoulders, neck at least every 5 mins,
change position every 10, break from work at least every 20 mins.
Each task change move!

The worse the position the more 
movement required



So where are 
we



Summary

Agile working if designed well is a great 
opportunity to address inactivity and to 
allow people more flexibility in their lives 
bringing health and  productivity benefits.

We must not rely on employees 
adaptability

We must remember the basics of good 
DSE usage and keep things simple.



Any Questions?
Katharine Metters

katharinemetters@posturite.co.uk



https://youtu.be/Yu6O8dNuxkM?t=9s


